We investigate the possible parametric growth of photon amplitudes in a background of axion-like particle (ALP) dark matter. The observed extragalactic background radiation limits the allowed enhancement effect. We derive the resulting constraints on the axion-photon coupling constant gaγ from Galactic ALP condensates as well as over-densities. If ALP condensates of size R exist in our Galaxy, a scan for extremely narrow unresolved spectral lines with frequency ν can constrain the axion-photon coupling at ALP mass ma = 4πν to gaγ 2 × 10 −14 (10 kpc/R) GeV −1 . Radio to optical background data yield constraints at this level within observed wavebands or ALP mass windows over a broad range 0.08 µeV ma 8 eV. These condensate constraints on gaγ probe down to the QCD axion band for ma 10µ eV.
We investigate the possible parametric growth of photon amplitudes in a background of axion-like particle (ALP) dark matter. The observed extragalactic background radiation limits the allowed enhancement effect. We derive the resulting constraints on the axion-photon coupling constant gaγ from Galactic ALP condensates as well as over-densities. If ALP condensates of size R exist in our Galaxy, a scan for extremely narrow unresolved spectral lines with frequency ν can constrain the axion-photon coupling at ALP mass ma = 4πν to gaγ 2 × 10 −14 (10 kpc/R) GeV −1 . Radio to optical background data yield constraints at this level within observed wavebands or ALP mass windows over a broad range 0.08 µeV ma 8 eV. These condensate constraints on gaγ probe down to the QCD axion band for ma 10µ eV.
Introduction.-One of the leading candidates for dark matter [1] [2] [3] are axion-like particles (ALPs) which correspond to pseudoscalar fields a. They possess a twophoton coupling of the form g aγ a F µνF µν /4, which is the most relevant coupling in dilute media. ALPs are generalizations of axions, originally motivated to solve the strong charge-parity (CP) problem by means of promoting the CP-violating phase θ to a/f a where f a is known as the Peccei-Quinn scale [4] [5] [6] . Through its couplings to gluons and quarks the axion attains a mass m a below the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) scale and its expectation value is driven to zero. ALPs also arise generically in low energy effective field theories of string compactifications. [7] [8] [9] [10] .
In addition to their coupling to photons g aγ , ALPs are characterized through their vacuum mass m a . ALPs generally do not solve the strong CP problem, unlike axions, and g aγ and m a are taken as as independent parameters. The axion-photon coupling term leads to ALP-photon oscillations in the presence of external electromagnetic fields. It also leads to an effective refractive index for photons propagating in a background of ALPs as well as parametric growth of an impinging photon beam. While the former effect has been investigating extensively in both cosmological, astrophysical contexts (for reviews see Ref. [11] [12] [13] ) and in experimental approaches (for a review see Ref. [14, 15] ), the latter so far is still less well studied. Parametric growth of photon amplitudes and refractive effects can be particularly relevant if ALPs constitute a significant part of the dark matter [13, [16] [17] [18] [19] which is what we assume here without specifying the ALP production processes. In Ref. [20] we have studied the birefringent effect of ALP dark matter on the cosmic microwave background (CMB) which * guenter.sigl@desy.de † pranjal.trivedi@desy.de leads to strong constraints on g aγ in the mass range 10 −27 eV m a 10 −22 eV which overlaps with the mass range of fuzzy dark matter [21, 22] .
In this Letter, we investigate the possible parametric growth of diffuse background photons impinging on ALP dark matter condensate as well as ALP over-densities. We find that avoiding the overproduction of background radiation leads to strong constraints on g aγ for condensates over a wide range of ALP masses. Constraints in the mass range of micro electron volts are also obtained on the mass and size distributions of ALP dark matter overdensities. The parametric enhancement of photons we describe is independent of Galactic or cosmic magnetic fields and distinct from ALP-photon conversion [23] [24] [25] [26] .
The parts of the Lagrangian depending on the ALP and photon fields can be written as
using Lorentz-Heaviside units 0 = µ 0 = 1 and natural units c = = k B = 1. Here, F µν is the electromagnetic field strength tensor,F µν is its dual and C aγ is a model dependent dimensionless parameter. The effective ALP potential V a (a) can be expanded as V a (a) = 
where s is a model-dependent parameter of order unity, α em the fine structure constant. Photon Propagation in an ALP background.-Considering left-and right-circular polarization photon modes propagating in the z−direction, we make the Ansatz
where e ± ≡ e x ± ie y are the left and right-circular mode unit vectors. To zeroth order, photon wave-packets will propagate along trajectories z = t enabling us to identify time and length scales from here on. For a monochromatic ALP field, Eq. (3) then yields the equation of motion
(4) Here, a 0 is the amplitude of the ALP field which is supposed to vary on time and lengths scales much larger than 1/k and the inverse photon frequency. The random phase δ changes on the length scale of the coherence length l c of the ALP field. Eq. (4) has the form of a Mathieu equation which can be brought into standard form (up to the phase δ)
via the substitutions
For the ALP amplitude a 0 we utilize the relation
with ρ a the local ALP dark matter energy density. In the supplementary material we derive the properties of solutions to the Mathieu equation (4) in the limit of |q| 1, relevant for photon propagation in an ALP background.
Constraint from Galactic ALP Condensates.-One can now obtain our most stringent constraint in the following way: If one believes that the observed radio fluxes are mostly due to astrophysical processes, then the parametric resonance caused by the smooth dark matter component should not significantly increase observed fluxes. As shown in the supplementary material, a parametric resonance occurs in the Mathieu equation for |1 − A| |q|/2 which from Eq. (6) corresponds to wavenumbers |k − m a /2| m a |q|/8. Thus the relative width of the resonance is |q|/2 and the intensity growth rate is |q|m a / √ 2 and one has
where |q(l)| is the value of |q| given by Eq. (6) along the line of sight parametrized by the length l, Θ(x) is the Heaviside function which limits the line of sight integral to regions in which |q| >q, and f > 1 ∼ O(1) is the possible enhancement consistent with the data. The factor ∆ν/ν appears if one scans with a frequency bandwidth ∆ν so that the received un-enhanced flux decreases proportional to ∆ν. For example, if ρ a (r) is monotonously decreasing with the distance r from the Galactic center, then according to Eq. (6) there is an r c (q) such that |q(r)| >q for r < r c (q) and the exponent in Eq. (8) will have the form rc(q) 0 dr|q(r)| and can be computed explicitly for a given profile ρ a (r). For a rough estimate assuming that q is constant along the line of sight of total length R gives
With Eq. (6) this yields
using k m a /2, f ∼ 1 and ∆ν/ν ∼ 1. This estimate neglects the additional weak logarithmic dependencies on deviations of g aγ , m a , ρ a , f and ∆ν/ν from their fudge values used above. Note that this constraint on g aγ only depends on the ALP density and Galactic scale R, but not on the ALP mass m a or the parameter s.
A more precise numerical solution of Eq. (9), shown in Fig. 1 , displays the slight logarithmic weakening of the g aγ constraint as a function of m a , by ∼ 35% over the mass range. The lower end of the mass range appropriate for ALP parametric resonance is set by the lowest available radio frequency, ν 10 MHz or m a 0.083µ eV. The upper end m a 10 eV is determined by the condition that the non-relativistic ALP temperature remains below the critical condensate temperature,
We note that the constraint Eq. (10) likely only holds if there exist ALP condensates of size R since the parametric resonance is extremely narrow, of relative width of order |q| given by Eq. (6). Therefore, for the resonance not to be washed out the ALP field has to be essentially mono-energetic which requires a condensate. In practice this means that the zero mode should contribute a significant fraction to the ALP density and should be described by a classical field whose amplitude a(t, r) varies on time scales much larger than 1/m a . In fact, adiabaticity requires that the rate at which the amplitude a(t, r) varies should be smaller than the resonant enhancement rate
where we have used Eq. (6) and k m a /2. Note that this is independent of m a . The time scales on which scalar field amplitudes evolve are determined by the hydrodynamical equations which are similar to WIMP dark matter but also include some extra terms, The allowed parameter space for temperature-dependent ALP cold dark matter via the misalignment mechanism [27] is the region below the dotted black line. The orange parallel band depicts QCD axion models [28] [29] [30] [31] .
in particular quantum pressure. Above the Jeans scale, time evolution is roughly governed by free fall with a time scale ∼ R/v ∼ 10 3 R at length scales R. For the smooth dark matter component on galactic scale this is much longer than the inverse of Eq. (12) . On lines of sight crossing small scale structure evolving with rates larger than Eq. (12), corresponding to structures on length scales R 0.4(v/10 −3 )(g aγ 10
pc, the condition of adiabaticity is likely violated such that constraints may not be easily derived from observations in such directions. A precise description of cosmic and galactic structure formation with ALP dark matter is challenging [e.g. 13, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . It should also be kept in mind that the extent to which ALP condensates form is controversial [37] [38] [39] . The quantum evolution of a self-gravitating axion field can provide a limit on the lifetime of the condensate [40] , which could be further modified in the presence of inhomogeneities. However this lifetime is very long compared to condensate formation timescales, for the mass range of interest, and also compared to the lifetime required from adiabaticity (Eq. 12).
If ρ a (r) ∝ r −α close to the galactic center, for α > 2 the constraint may become stronger since |q|r ∝ ρ 1/2 a r. To this end we integrate over an NFW or Burkert dark matter density profile (details in supplementary material) to find that the constraint on g aγ can tighten by a factor ∼ 2 − 3 or ∼ 5 when we integrate from the center till 10 kpc or 100 kpc, respectively. An angular anisotropy in the enhanced background signal is also expected due to our offset from the Galactic center. the level of anisotropy depends on the scale R and profile (details in supplementary material). This could be exploited to further tighten constraints on g aγ requiring the predicted signal to be consistent with the highly isotropic unresolved radio background [41, 42] .
Note that telescopes measuring the diffuse background spectrum would smear out the signal over frequency resolution of the instrument and since we calculated the total ALP energy fraction converted to radio photons, they would still detect a significant enhancement at frequencies around ν m a /(4π) if the limit Eq. (10) Fig. 1 around our expected constraints (red curves, as defined for Fig. 1 ). Regions that can be excluded for condensates by current radio, infrared and optical background observations (filled) and future observations (lines) are shown. An enhancement factor f = 1 + S enh /S and a relative channel bandwidth ∆ν/ν were used to obtain each constraint on gaγ over a mass window given by the particular spectral waveband. Observational constraints also weaken by a factor of 10 from the case R = 10 kpc (lighter shading and dotted lines) to the case R = 1 kpc (darker shading and dashed lines).
Furthermore, a scan in radio frequencies for such a line could strengthen the constraint for m a = 4πν, albeit only logarithmically in ∆ν/ν. By comparing to radio survey observations (and forecasts), detailed in the supplementary material, we can exclude several regions of parameter space, as shown and labelled in Fig. 2 .
Note that the sensitivity is not far from the QCD axion band
for m a 10 µeV (Fig. 1) . Note that QCD axion models, in post-inflationary PQ symmetry breaking, account for all cosmic dark matter over the 'classic' axion window 7 × 10 −5 eV m a 6 × 10 −3 eV [13] , which our constraints are sensitive to (Fig. 2) . Pre-inflationary PQ symmetry breaking, with minimal tuning of the axion initial displacement at the level of 10 −1 , implies an approximate QCD axion mass range of 10 −6 eV m a 10
eV [15] , which our constraints overlap at its higher mass end. Discussion In the supplementary material we consider, more generally, parametric enhancement in the presence of ALP over-densities. We find that the most frequently discussed ALP structures, axion mini-clusters and axion stars, do not lead to significant constraints compared to the effect of the average Galactic ALP density. A similar study has been performed in Ref. [43] which obtains somewhat weaker sensitivities when assuming a non-coherent homogenous ALP field in a nearby caustic ring. Note that we integrate the exponential amplification factor rather than average it and our coupling constraint has a different mass dependence. In contrast to Ref.
[43], we do not get significant sensitivities from ALP stars and mini-clusters. A conceptual study of ALP coupling to photon fields has been presented in Ref. [44] and photon emission from ALP over-densities has also been investigated in Ref. [45] . We note that the constraints based on the spontaneous and induced ALP decay [46, 47] are different because they correspond to the decay of single ALPs within a photon field rather than photon propagation in a high density ALP field. To prevent overproduction of the radio background Ω γ ( ∼ m a /2) requires that f dm times the ALP fraction decaying during one Hubble time t H should be smaller than the ratio of the radio photon to dark matter densities,
where τ
is the spontaneous ALP decay rate which could be enhanced by a factor (1 + 2f γ ) due to induced emission in an environment with average occupation number f γ at energy = m a /2 which could reach a few orders of magnitude [46, 47] . Using τ
While this constraint is not very strong at µeV masses, we note that for m a ∼ keV one has Ω γ (m a /2) ∼ 10 −7 Ω dm , so that the constraint reads g aγ 10 −14 GeV −1 . Conclusions We have investigated the possible parametric enhancement of the background photon flux propagating through ALP dark matter characterized by the ALP mass m a and its coupling to photons g aγ . The equation relevant for parametric growth is a Mathieutype equation and we have provided a general expansion of its solutions in the limit |q| 1, relevant for axionphoton coupling. We find dispersion quadratic in q for |A−1| |q| and parametric resonances with growth rates O(|q|) for |A−1| |q|. We find that exponential enhancement can occur along lines of sight which are dominated by a smooth ALP component which is predominantly in a condensate state. The line of sight should not cross significant small-scale ALP over-densities of size R 0.4 (v/10 −3 )(g aγ 10 14 GeV) −1 (0.3 GeVcm −3 /ρ a ) 1/2 pc. Assuming that the observed background is mostly astrophysical, the enhancement should not be larger than factors of a few, and an in-principle constraint g aγ 2 × 10 −14 GeV −1 is found over m a 10 eV. Using existing radio, infrared and optical background observations (and forecasts), we can constrain several windows of the ALP mass range 0.08µ eV m a 8 eV at a coupling g aγ 1.5 − 2.1 × 10 −14 GeV −1 , for R = 10 kpc. While based on different assumptions, ALP condensate limits on g aγ are two or more orders of magnitude stronger than those from helioscopes and light-shining-throughwalls experiments and can cover a broader ALP mass range compared to haloscopes. For m a 10 µeV the sensitivity can reach the QCD axion band.
In contrast, parametric conversion of ALP overdensities to photons is unlikely to significantly increase the diffuse photon background provided such ALP overdensities have characteristic sizes and masses of order R ∼ 1/m a and M ∼ f 2 a /m a , respectively. Finally, we have shown that spontaneous and induced ALP decays into two photons can contribute significantly to diffuse photon fluxes only for masses m a of electronvolts and above.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
The small |q| expansion On length and time scales l in the range 1/m a l l c in Eq. (4) one can make use of the Floquet theorem which states that solutions of Eq. (5) have the form
where f (x) is a function that is periodic with period π, i.e. f (x + π) = f (x) and µ(A, q) is known as the Floquet exponent which depends on A and q.
To make this a bit more quantitative we now make the ansatz
Inserting into Eq. (5) yields the differential equation
where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to x. We now write α as a Fourier series that is periodic in 2x,
Note that the coefficient for n = 0 is the Floquet exponent, c 0 = µ. Substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (18) and choosing δ = 0 for simplicity gives
where in the following sums run over all integers if not otherwise indicated. Equating the coefficients of e 2inx to zero gives n = 0 :
|n| ≥ 2 :
For q = 0 this is solved by c 0 = ±A 1/2 , c n = 0 for n = 0 and thus one of course obtains the plane phase evolution α(x) = ±A 1/2 x. Let us now assume that in the limit |q| 1 one can neglect c n for |n| ≥ 2. Then Eq. (20) gives .
We are mostly interested in c 0 and the second equation con be solved explicitly for c 0 ,
For |1 − A| |q| the two solutions can be approximated as
Thus, the amplitudes are constant and there are only dispersion effects. Only the first solution in Eq. (23) reproduces the correct solution in the limit q → 0, c 0 = ±A 1/2 , so we can discard the second one (it is probably inconsistent because it leads to divergences ∝ (|A − 1|/q) |n| for one half of the c n , n = 0 as one can see from the denominator ±1 + c 0 . From Eqs. (20) and (21) . Larger phase shifts of order unity could occur for |1 − A| |q|, but for |q| 1 this will only occur in a very small frequency range. For |1 − A| |q| the two solutions can be approximated as
Note that the imaginary parts can give rise to growing modes with an amplitude growth rate |q|/(2 √ 2) since the last term in Eq. (24) is much smaller than the second term for |1 − A| |q|. This is known as parametric resonance. From Eqs. (20) and (21) 
Constraints from ALP Over-Densities
More generally let us now characterise an ALP over-density by its total mass M and radius R, assuming spherical symmetry and a top-hat profile for simplicity. We can then estimate the total mass ∆M of the ALP star converted during a time scale T . Assuming an isotropic photon flux per unit energy, solid angle and area j( ), since the energy width of the resonance is ∆ m a |q|/2, one gets
Similarly to Ref. [49] let us now parametrize mass and radius of the ALP over-density by the dimensionless parameters M andR,
where we have used Eq. (2). Combining M 2πm 
Inserting into Eq. (25) gives
where in the second expression we have assumed that the exponential is much larger than unity since otherwise there is no significant enhancement, and for the impinging flux we have inserted a typical number applicable to µeV energies. We now also see that the parametrization Eq. (26) makes the exponent independent of g aγ and m a . For applicability of this simple estimate the profile has to change adiabatically on the scale of the inverse ALP mass, i.e. R 1/m a , orR 1 (note that in the box approximation adiabaticity is automatically ensured, except at the boundary). Furthermore, the growth rate estimate above is valid for |q| 1 while for a significant enhancement the exponent must be 1 which also requiresR 1. Finally, the potential and kinetic energy of the ALPs within the over-density is of order
2M /R. This is smaller than the width of the parametric resonance if
If this condition is violated and if the over-density does not represent a condensate in the ground state, the width of the ALP energies may reduce the efficiency of the parametric resonance.
We now note that the energy density of the cosmological diffuse radio background at photon energies 10 −6 eV is about 10 −10 times the dark matter density ρ a , so that any scenario in which more than a fraction 10 −10 of ALPs is converted to radio photons by processes such as the one discussed above, would be ruled out ! More generally, if ALPs constitute a fraction f dm of the dark matter the fraction ∆ρ a /ρ a of ALPs converted to photons during one Hubble time is constrained by
where Ω γ ( ) is the energy density of photons per logarithmic energy interval, normalized to the critical density. Thus using ∆M/M 10 −10 in Eq. (28) for m a µeV over a Hubble time t H 10 10 y yields ρa(r) 1/2 dr for NFW and Burkert density profiles, in units of the constant product ρa = 0.3 GeV cm −3 −1/2 × 10 kpc. The last column (C/AC) is the ratio of I towards the Galactic center and beyond till rmax, divided by I towards the anti-center till rmax, both integrals starting from our position r=8.5 kpc.
with additional factors that only depend logarithmically on g aγ , m a ,M ,R and the flux [perhaps include them]. As an example we consider axion mini-clusters which form once the ALP field starts to oscillate at a temperature T osc given by H(T osc ) m a . For a misalignment angle θ a,0 over-densities with radius R ∼ 1/H(T osc ) ∼ 1/m a and mass
where we have used Eq. (7). This impliesM ∼ 2πθ 
which is satisfied by the maximum mass of the dilute branch in Ref. [49] . Therefore, axion mini-clusters and axion stars of the type discussed in Ref. [49] seem not to be significantly constrained by these limits. We can also apply the above constraints to the average Galactic dark matter density. In this case one has
Note that the enhancement factor in Eq. (28) then only depends on g aγ , the ALP density and Galactic scale R, but not on the ALP mass m a or the parameter s. From this we can get a constraint on g aγ in the following way: The background radiation passing through the Galaxy would be enhanced during a time scale T ∼ R ∼ 10 kpc, on the other hand the Galactic dark matter density is about 10 15 times the energy density in the radio background. Thus we can set ∆M/M 10 −15 with T ∼ 10 kpc in Eq. (28) and use Eq. (33) from which we get
This is consistent with our main result Eq. (10).
Effect of Density Profiles on Enhancement, Anisotropy
If ρ a (r) ∝ r −α close to the galactic center, for α > 2 the constraint on g aγ may become stronger since |q|r ∝ ρ 1/2 a r. To this end we integrate over an NFW or Burkert dark matter density profile with parameters fitted to Galactic observations [50] ,
Here x = r/R H and ρ H and R H are the scale density and scale radius, respectively, of the fitted model. The scale radius R H in the NFW profile is the radius at which d log ρ NFW /d log r = −2, whereas in the Burkert profile, it is the radius of the region of constant density. Using the fitted Galactic values of ρ H and R H from Ref. [50] , NFW: ρ H = 0.525 GeV cm −3 , R H = 16.1 kpc and Burkert: ρ H = 1.55 GeV cm −3 , R H = 9.26 kpc, we find values of the integral rmax 0 ρ a (r) 1/2 dr given in Table I . Integrating the resonant enhancement over density profiles implies that the constraint on g aγ can tighten by a factor ∼ 2 − 3 or ∼ 5 when we integrate from the center till 10 kpc or 100 kpc.
An angular anisotropy in the enhanced radio signal is also expected due to our offset from the Galactic center. This could be exploited to further tighten constraints on g aγ requiring the detected signal to be consistent with the highly isotropic extragalactic radio background [41, 42] . The observed upper limits on its fractional anisotropy are ∼ 0.01 at arc-minute scales [42] , ten times smaller than the cosmic infrared background. On the other hand, the maximum dipolar anisotropy contrast, calculated between the center and anti-center directions using the density profile integrals (Table I) , is ∼ 2-3 for r max =100 kpc (and ∼ 20 for the case r max =10 kpc, close to our Galactocentric radius).
Radio Background Constraints
We employ observational parameters of existing radio surveys (Table II) and the infrared and optical background light (Table III) , along with a few proposed surveys with future telescopes, to constrain the axion-photon coupling g aγ , via Eq. (9). This leads to more specific and detailed constraints over ALP mass windows given by observed wavebands, compared to the in-principle theoretical constraints (red curves in Fig. 1 ) continuous over a large range of ALP masses m a 10 eV. We consider spectral measurements of the extragalactic radio background [41, 51, 52] , which dominates the radio sky (after foreground Galactic synchrotron has been subtracted) for ν 1 GHz, and for the CMB which is dominant over 1 GHz ν 1 THz. We also make use of upper limits on the radio sky noise temperature from epoch of reionization (EoR) as well as observed constraints on the large-scale 21 cm power spectrum. The optical and near infrared background values used are taken from estimates of the lower and upper limits for the background in each band (details mentioned in Table. III).
We assume that the minimum measurable value of the flux density enhancement factor f , in the Rayleigh-Jeans regime, can be taken as
Here, S enh is the flux density enhanced by parametric resonance and S the flux density of the background outside of resonance. We take T as the brightness temperature of the dominant extragalactic background (excess radio or CMB, assuming foreground removal) at the central frequency ν of the waveband. For ∆T we employ the quoted r.m.s. noise temperature of that survey or observation, over the channel bandwidth ∆ν. This is equivalent to assuming that the sensitivity to the enhanced signal is set by the r.m.s. noise at that frequency. If the signal to noise limit were to be raised by a factor 5, the resultant g aγ constraint weakens by at most 2 % (cf. Eq. 9) due to ∆T T for most radio observations. The ratio ∆ν/ν 1 dominates the product (f ∆ν/ν) which appears in a logarithm for the constraint g aγ . Clearly, from Table II , it is the relative channel bandwidth, at any given frequency, that has significant effect on the g aγ constraint. Detailed modelling of the impact of foreground contamination and subtraction residuals is beyond the scope of the present work and less important in view of the logarithmic effect on g aγ .
The radio data and forecasts span the frequency range 10 MHz to 1 THz allowing constraints to be placed on axion condensates over 5 orders of ALP mass 0.08 µ eV m a 8000 µ eV. The infrared and optical background data span the range 240 µm λ 0.36 µm leading to mass windows in the range 0.01 eV m a 8 eV. The mass window in m a for each observational constraint is determined by the standard waveband of the telescope instrument around each central frequency observed. These constraints are shown in Fig. 2 , where the vertical scale in g aγ is magnified cf. Fig. 1 , around the in-principle constraints (red curve) derived from Eq. (9) assuming f ∼ 1 and ∆ν/ν ∼ 1. Filled regions correspond to constraints from existing observations and dotted lines depict constraints from future forecast observations. As in Fig. 1 , we also plot another set of constraints, now 10 times weaker (depicted as darker shaded regions and dashed lines), corresponding to a possibly 10 times shorter extent R = 1 kpc of the axion condensate.
The g aγ constraints range over 1.46−2.11×10 −14 GeV −1 , improving, in some cases, by at most 25 %, the in-principle constraint. The relatively small improvement factor is along entirely expected lines due to the logarithmic dependence on (f ∆ν/ν) in Eq. (9) . However, it is significant that with radio, infrared and optical observational measurements and limits, we are able to confirm our expected constraint on g aγ , over several different narrow or broad mass intervals (Fig. 2) across the observationally probed ALP mass range 0.08µ eV m a 8 eV. It is fortuitous that cosmic background light estimates are available till optical U-band (m a 8 eV) beyond which they become unreliable, while the critical condition (Eq. 11), restricts the condensate ALP mass range to m a 10 eV.
It must be stressed that due to the overall uncertainty on R (the spatial extent of the smooth condensate), the constraints presented will reflect this uncertainty, scaling linearly in R, as shown in the two set of curves or regions in Figs. 1 & 2 for R= 10 kpc (lower) or 1 kpc (upper). Also, recall that an additional factor of 2-3 improvement in g aγ can come from integrating over a realistic dark matter profile ρ a (r) over 10 kpc. Nevertheless, we note that these constraints, even at the weaker level of g aγ 2 × 10 −13 GeV −1 are approximately 2.5 orders of magnitude stronger than the current helioscope constraints from CAST [53] , although helioscope constraints don't assume ALPs to constitute dark matter. Our condensate constraints for R = 10 kpc are sensitive enough to probe the g aγ values predicted for QCD axion models over the mass range 10 −5 eV m a 10 eV. In applying radio background observational limits to constrain axion-photon coupling, a significant issue we have neglected is the role and mitigation of radio frequency interference (RFI) in actual observations [e.g., 54]. A sufficiently bright unresolved spectral line in radio data could be flagged as RFI and excised from the data set so that its detection might be missed. Sensitivity limits and r.m.s. background noise levels are also calculated with RFI removed. However, a spectral feature arising from axion dark matter parametric resonance will be constant and ever-present at that frequency. Time monitoring of RFI variation in the channels being scanned could help to distinguish and characterize possible signals in a spectral search [54] . TABLE II. Radio background parameters for existing and proposed radio survey observations (from the references listed). The implied constraints on gaγ as a function of ma for axion condensate dark matter are calculated using Eq. (9) with f = 1+∆T /T . We have used, from each survey reference, the channel bandwidth value as the spectral resolution ∆ν and the r.m.s. noise temperature as ∆T . Note that LOFAR parameters are for k = 0.053 hc Mpc −1 . For PIXIE and PRISM we consider the polarized background taking T equivalent for ∼1/10 of the dominant CMB flux and ∆T ∼ 100 nK. We assume that PRISM has 30 times smaller bandwidth with 30 times worse sensitivity compared to PIXIE. . Constraints on gaγ as a function of ma for axion condensate dark matter are calculated using Eq. (9) with f = S enh /S ≈ 1 + ∆S/S. We have used the band width as the spectral resolution ∆ν. The background flux S or intensity νIν is adopted from lower limits (integrated counts) or detections, whereas the maximum enhancement over background ∆S or ∆(νIν ) is taken from upper limits from gamma-ray opacity [79, 80] or fluctuation analysis [82] . Where upper limits were not found (140 and 240 µm), measurement uncertainties were used.
